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digging deeper into god s word ct pastors christianity - digging deeper into god s word the spiritual practice of study
and reflection on god s word is one of the most life giving and practical of all the disciplines most of us admit we do not have
this life fully figured out we need wisdom and the bible is full of it so often we re perplexed by life but don t access the
wisdom, digging for heavenly treasures jlfoundation net - looking for treasures he gave his word to men as a revelation
of himself every new truth discerned is a fresh disclosure of the character of its author the study of the scriptures is the
means divinely ordained to bring men into closer connection with their creator and to give them a clearer knowledge of his
will, 10 16 16 digging deeper into god emmanuelchurchucc org - day in one hole digging down deeper and deeper until
he finally found abundant water finding god coming to know all that jesus wants to teach us is like digging a well you have to
keep digging deeper and deeper into life all of that takes work and sacrifice and discipline a lot of reflection and even
thoughtful discussion with friends, 3 new ways to dig deep in bible study true and faithful - i ve found that as i dig down
into the word itself without looking at commentaries god unlocks truth that is deep and personal today i want to share 3 ways
to dig deep in bible study i pass these on as new methods that i ve been using recently to help me, refuge find your story
in god s story digging deeper every - find your story in god s story if you feel god is nudging you to go deeper take some
time between now and our next discussion to dig into his word explore the bible passages related to this session s theme on
your own jotting your reflections in a journal or in this study guide want to go deeper, dig deep into god s word small
groups - dig deep into god s word all you need is a bible and the willingness to ask the right questions the trick is to think
inductively if you pay attention to the details the who what when where and most importantly the why then you have all you
need to let the holy spirit bring the text to life, so you want to go deeper bible study tips - too many times we assume that
the gospel is just the basics of the christian life but intense deep discipleship takes place when we get into the theological
precision of interpreting biblical doctrines not so the gospel is the story that gives richness and profundity to all our study of
the bible, dig deep into god s word guideposts - i thoroughly enjoyed digging deeper in the word and writing so
personally from my heart i like the length of devotions as a writer and a reader condensing meaningful thoughts and
messages into a piece that s only a page long forces a writer to get to the nitty gritty to the heart
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